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Brooklyn-based artist Adam Cvijanovic’s alluring landscape paintings initially draw the viewer’s attention

with their expansive scale and exquisitely painted surfaces. Cvijanovic is widely known for his representa-

tional installations and mural-size paintings that pay homage to conventions of American landscape paint-

ing from the mid-nineteenth century, such as the Hudson River School. American Montage examines in

greater depth for the first time his exploration and infusion of the suggestion of time in two-dimensions by

pushing the limits of representational imagery into a dialogue with cinema. 

Many of Cvijanovic’s projects have held a prominent place in international art biennials, large-scale

global exhibitions where viewers often encountered the works in passing.1 Cvijanovic’s focus on fracturing

the physical space of each painted image—aspiring to portray time as a spatial dimension of planes and

volume indicative of duration—demands more time of the viewer than such a setting could reasonably

afford. Aware of the physical impossibility of engineering time-based action into a static two-dimensional

image, Cvijanovic depicts variations of many moments into one unified scene, by fracturing, cutting, layer-

ing, and abutting imagery, aligning with the conventions of sequencing shots to collapse space, time, and

narrative in postproduction cinematic montage. The selected works in American Montage reveal Cvijanovic’s

lure of representational discourses of nineteenth-century American vernacular painting through the spatio-

temporal techniques of twentieth-century cinema. The suffusion of cinematic time with two-dimensional

space represented in his works form a wholly unique perspective in contemporary narrative painting.

ERIN DZIEDZIC

AMERICAN MONTAGE
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Cvijanovic paints on sheets of Tyvek material

then applies them like wallpaper directly to

walls and other structural surfaces. By installing

the works flush with the plane of a wall, he cre-

ates the illusion of expanded space. Cvijanovic

describes his paintings as “mobile frescoes,” akin to a mural painting technique but applying the medium to

a removable surface, enabling the painting to be re-installed in other locations.

Cvijanovic’s paintings often depict scenes relevant to the locations where they are first conceptual-

ized and installed; however, the inherent portability of the Tyvek material and his method of cutting and

reshaping works for new locations removes site dependency from the equation. His paintings are designed

to be moveable and adaptable to new locations, in stark contrast to site-specific works, which are completely

dependent upon location for their meaning. Perhaps the most notable example of the latter is Richard Serra’s

controversial public sculpture commission Tilted Arc (1979), which the artist considered to be destroyed

upon its removal from its original location.

Cvijanovic’s landscape subjects and wallpaper-like installation methods are likely derived from his

experience as a decorative painter in the 1990s, when he worked on commission, making landscape murals

for private residences in New York. The imagery and application also correlate with visual display methods

from late-nineteenth-century decorative murals by painters such as Robert S. Duncanson (1821–1872; fig.

1), whose wall-to-wall depictions of pastoral scenes brought the outdoors inside. The panoramic format of

such decorative installations, which Cvijanovic’s spanning landscapes recall, alongside early cinematic fore-

runners, such as cycloramas—the enveloping scene paintings made to make the viewer feel surrounded by

historical action of another time or place—informed the experiential presentation of his work. Cvijanovic

was fascinated early on in his self-directed studies by the shift in narrative visual culture from paintings to

moving images; and in particular, by the appearance in overlap of nineteenth-century painting techniques

in twentieth-century film. Continued use of painted imagery for set designs, long takes that emphasized

still imagery, multiple perspectives conveying space, and lighting sourced from varying angles illustrated

Figure 1. Robert S. Duncanson, Eight Landscape Murals, 1850–52, oil on plaster, 
Courtesy of the Taft Museum of Art, Cincinnati, Ohio
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this transition. He arrives at a wholly new, hybrid demonstration of the awareness of time in representational

painting, all the while understanding the challenges of suggesting time in a two-dimensional image. 

The American Montage exhibition articulates a fifteen-year trajectory of Cvijanovic’s use of time-based

cinematic techniques in his representational imagery. Beginning with an earlier work, Abandoned Drive In

(2000; plate 1), Cvijanovic subtly merges multiple perspectives and creates an infinite number of moments

across time and space in this single unified image. In recent works like Flint Hills (2015; plate 20)—made in

response to a site visit for the American Montage exhibition—and The Fall (Capri) (2015; plate 19), he more

prominently fractures landscape imagery and abstracted visual elements with three-dimensional compo-

nents accompanied by a soundtrack to engage memory as a primary component of the work that unfolds

as an articulation of multiple moments. Abandoned Drive In is a composite painting, combining imagery

from the artist’s recollections of an actual place over a period of several years—an overgrown lot of an aban-

doned outdoor movie theater, bisected by an aged, monolithic, blank screen foregrounded against a tree-

lined sky. For Cvijanovic, the defunct outdoor theater portrays an essence of nostalgia, a moment when the

image has the capacity to direct our thoughts to the past. The exposed blank screen is indicative of a uni-

versal vulnerability, and is suggested by Cvijanovic as a stand-in for the artist himself. The blank screen

reappears in later works, demonstrating the artist’s shifting perceptions of himself both as a painter and as

an observer in the context of contemporary painting.

In early 2005, Cvijanovic began a series of “anti-gravitational” works. The paintings depict buildings,

cars, clothing, and other recognizable objects imagined seconds after a theoretical loss of gravity. He suspends

everything in the scenes abruptly, stopping time in a weightless, ambiguous, gradient-blue dream-like

expanse. In Iolanthe (2005; plate 2), personal effects—furniture, clothing, dishes, and photographs—become

dislodged from their everyday surrounding. Iolanthe and other works from the “anti-gravitational” series

were made to give visual context to his failed marriage at the time, where the ungovernable weightlessness

of the loss of gravity echoes the pervading sense of losing control. Another motivation for Cvijanovic’s

representation of illusionistic turmoil originates from his experience of the moments immediately following

the collapse of the World Trade Center towers in New York on 9/11. Having been just a few blocks away at
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the time, the devastatingly surreal occurrence heightened his perception of the moments surrounding a

traumatic event.

The first of the “anti-gravitational” works, Iolanthe and Love Poem (Ten Minutes After the End of Gravity)

(2005; fig. 2) were shown late in 2005 at the now defunct Bellwether Gallery in New York. Exhibited post-

Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, the paintings instantly became both personal and universal. In a review of the

exhibition, Katie Stone Sonnenborn linked the works with these natural disasters, describing them as “suddenly

charged with accounting for the dissonance between reality and representation of destruction, and their

appearance at this moment gives them a prescient, uncanny air.”2 The breaking apart of time and space in

these works evokes the cinematic montage embodied by multiple points of view to create a new whole in con-

temporary visual culture as an opportunity for the viewer to experience a visual event.3 Cvijanovic’s compulsion

to make representational works that are relevant to the present and, in his own words, a “mash up between

fantasy and reality,” is in line with French theorist Nicolas Bourriaud’s characterization of film’s technical

process of postproduction.4 Postproduction’s mode of “working with objects that are already in circulation on

the cultural market” to create “new cultural landscapes formed by selecting cultural objects and inserting them

into new contexts,” resonates with Cvijanovic’s signature style of recalling American painting and cinematic

vernacular from the past two centuries to depict the immersive effects they have made on culture today.5

Cvijanovic’s father, an architect, influenced his early interest in built forms, design, and architectural

space, which he applies to the theme of hubris throughout his oeuvre. Later, Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown,

Figure 2. Adam Cvijanovic, Love Poem (Ten Minutes After the End of Gravity), 2005, Flashe acrylic and house paint on Tyvek, 168 x 900 inches, Collection of Sue and
John Wieland, Atlanta, Georgia
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and Steven Izenour’s book Learning from Las Vegas encouraged him to consider the significance of architecture

as a mode of understanding and sympathizing with the fault of hubris in American vernacular architecture.

In his massive painting Nuart (2006; plate 3), Cvijanovic depicts Los Angeles’s famed Nuart Theatre suspended

in space, in a less formulaic but similar manner in which Mexican artist Damián Ortega disassembled a

Volkswagen Beetle and reassembled it suspended in midair, in the configuration of a mechanic’s instruction

manual, in Cosmic Thing (2002). Both works present a diagram of fractured reality that offers a new way of phys-

ically and conceptually exposing a deeper implication. Ortega focuses on the irony of the “people’s car,” first

developed in Nazi Germany, being mass-produced in Mexico. Cvijanovic’s disassembled Nuart Theatre deals

with the overarching theme of failed fantasies, envisioned through the guise of the impermanence inherent

in American vernacular architecture—Las Vegas, Nevada, and Los Angeles, California, having prime examples

of structures built of temporary and transmutable façades. Venturi notes, for instance, that marquees are the

“most unique, most monumental parts of the [Las Vegas] Strip and are also the most changeable.”6 In Nuart,

Cvijanovic emphasizes impermanence and the fleeting, universal shift in our perception of space, architecture,

and objects by halting time and allowing the viewer to rearticulate meaning in an exploded view of duration.

Venturi, Scott Brown, and Izenour’s nonjudgmental study of Las Vegas influenced Cvijanovic’s interest

in depicting modes of authenticity that resonate with representational painting, as did American critic Dave

Hickey in Air Guitar. Hickey’s satirical compilation of essays encourage coming to terms with the impact of a

wholly American vernacular, namely his perception of Las Vegas, which is steeped in a counterfeit transience—

the city is laden with structures and façades that are delegates for the notion of American impermanence.

Hickey describes a scene from his apartment balcony that reinforces his observations of a true American

authenticity—the reality of a fiery sunset sinking behind silhouetted mountains in the distance, fore-

grounded by the flashing neon logos of the Vegas Strip: “One either prefers the honest fakery of the neon or

the fake honesty of the sunset—the undisguised artifice of culture or the cultural construction of ‘authen-

ticity’—the genuine rhinestone, finally, or the imitation pearl.”7 After Nuart, Cvijanovic began mapping out

a trajectory more intimately tied to a certain early-twentieth-century silent film to express his own awareness

and appreciation for the capability of illusion to reveal a truth over time.
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D. W. Griffith’s 1916 film Intolerance became Cvijanovic’s allegorical case study for engaging his con-

ceptions of hubris and American impermanence. In 2006 and 2007, Cvijanovic made studies of varying

configurations of the massively towering stage sets from the film, focusing particularly on scenes pertinent

to Griffith’s epic re-creation of the Fall of Babylon. Study for Hollywood Babylon (2006), Untitled (Study for

Fall of Babylon 2) (2007), and Fall of Babylon (2007; fig. 4) reimagine what the ruined film sets from Intolerance

may have looked like long after the film was

made. The massive faded blue pillars that once

framed the courtyard of the Babylonian palace

scenes are shown abandoned in the desert

landscape. Cvijanovic drives the paintings

into a contemporary context with a modern-

day depiction of the city of Los Angeles in the

distance, and including pick-up trucks and

trailers in the foreground. The viewer is presented with a range of sequenced and overlapping imagery

forming analepsis, or flashback, in individual works and throughout the series. Cvijanovic’s paintings thus

read as temporal imagery. D. W. Griffith was noted as having been one of the first American filmmakers to

push early cinematic techniques such as the close-up, tracking shot, and flashback, which make his films

an ideal point of departure for Cvijanovic’s explorations of the early transitions from painting to film in

visual narrative.

Cvijanovic continued to use his cinematic framework in the series Driving Down La Cienega with My

Brother (2008; plates 6–14). The sequential imagery from the eighteen triptychs that comprise the entire series

resembles three consecutive 35mm frames cutting between scenes from Griffith’s once-epic and ultimately

failed film, and views of contemporary downtown Los Angeles at the crossroads where the film was originally

shot, the intersection of Sunset and Hollywood Boulevards. In Driving Down La Cienega with My Brother,

Cvijanovic coalesces real and imagined imagery from the past and present—multiple viewpoints of Los Angeles

over time blending with the cinematic and actual concept of the failed fantasy associated with Griffith’s

Figure 4. Adam Cvijanovic, Fall of Babylon, 2007, oil on panels (2), 66 x 180 inches, 
Courtesy of the artist and Postmasters Gallery, New York
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Intolerance and with his own concepts of

hubris—into a new cultural landscape, a

postproduction montage presenting a

complex, nonlinear narrative.

In 2008, Cvijanovic began to further

explore his desire to achieve a time-based

perspective in painting by reintroducing

three-dimensionality into his work. He had

abandoned that part of his practice in the

late 1980s and early 1990s after receiving

unfavorable critical response. At that time,

he had been answering to postmodernism’s

desire for universal inclusion and felt compelled to move beyond the picture plane by incorporating three-

dimensional components such as fabric, wire, and wood in works like Following Sea (1991; fig. 5). In 2008,

Cvijanovic adopted three-dimensionality in his work in the form of a stage set–like structure, which deepened

his focus on exploring the early twentieth-century transition from painting to cinema, as the new dominant

visual record.

Belshazzar’s Feast (2008; plate 4, fig. 6), a monumental nine-panel, sixteen-foot high indirect represen-

tation of a climactic scene from Intolerance, was Cvijanovic’s first project to reacquaint painting with sculptural

modes of presentation in his work. It was also the first time he painted a massive group of figures since the

room-size panorama Spring Break (2003), depicting thousands of beachgoers in a composite image of the

Florida and South Padre Island, Texas, coasts. The theme of hubris presented by Griffith in Intolerance—the

overconfident Babylonian prince’s dismissal of the Persian king Cyrus’ threat to overtake Babylon—is reflected

in the filmmaker’s own demise from having overspent on producing the film, expecting that it would do

extremely well financially. The human ego’s propensity for self-destruction became a more pertinent theme

that resonated with failures in Cvijanovic’s own career in his early attempts to add objects to his paintings.

Figure 5. Adam Cvijanovic, Following Sea, 1991, oil on panel, linen, burlap, wire, rocks, 
132 x 156 x 10 inches, Collection of Charles Manker
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He recognizes the parallels of failure played

out in Griffith’s narrative as well as the direc-

tor’s own life, with which Cvijanovic could

empathize in his own painting career.

In Belshazzar’s Feast, Cvijanovic shows

Belshazzar, the prince of Babylon, and his

kingdom feasting and dancing in honor of the

god Ishtar, moments before the Persian king

Cyrus and his army capture the city. In Griffith’s portrayal of these events in Intolerance, he took care to

maintain the authenticity of his re-creation of the film sets by consulting photographic images of Babylon’s

archeological site. Cvijanovic instead surveyed Griffith’s film version of the scene, then set it aside and envi-

sioned his own depiction from memory, composed of likenesses of people in his own life who are portrayed

as characters from the film in the painting. In Intolerance, the film’s color set the mood for the narrative. In

Cvijanovic’s Belshazzar’s Feast, the monochromatic purple palette immediately underscores the work’s con-

nection to early-twentieth-century film and film techniques, namely celluloid film tinting, of which Griffith

was a proponent.

After making Belshazzar’s Feast as one complete painting in the studio, Cvijanovic separated the

scene into nine vertical panels propped up at the back by two-by-four support structures. The installation is

intended to give the effect of painted scenic design adopted from the American realism chapter of cinematic

history: Spectacularly painted backdrops were used, for example, to create special effects in Fred M. Wilcox’s

Forbidden Planet (1956) and to simulate location and depth of space in Alfred Hitchcock’s North by Northwest

(1959), which is reflected in many of Cvijanovic’s large-scale painted works. Cvijanovic’s epic scene of

Belshazzar’s kingdom celebrating on the eve of their demise surrounds the viewer’s three-dimensional space

like a cyclorama with panels arranged in a semi-circle, giving the impression of an immersive panorama.

Cvijanovic’s sculptural history painting emphasizes multiple dimensions of time and space pertinent to

cinema and reflected as contemporary painting.

Figure 6. Adam Cvijanovic, Belshazzar’s Feast (installation view, Charlotte Crosby Kemper
Gallery, Kemper Museum of Contemporary Art), 2008, Flashe acrylic and latex on Tyvek
on wood panels, 9 panels, 192 x 48 x 96 inches each, Courtesy of the artist and 
Postmasters Gallery, New York
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The painting All the Wine I Ever Drank

I Drank at Sea (2010; plate 16, fig. 7) marks a

turning point in Cvijanovic’s oeuvre. This

work is a painting of a painting, smaller in

scale than his mural-size projects, in which Cvijanovic depicts an ocean scene across a series of adjacent

panels spanning the entirety of the inside of a massive warehouse space. Skylights rendered from above the

structure bathe portions of the scene in bright natural light. The rays are angled dramatically to spotlight a

heap of wood scraps and a white mattress and sheets (recalling the white screen seen in Abandoned Drive In

and Nuart as a stand-in for the artist), which are surrounded by hundreds of wine bottles scattered at the

base of the constructed ocean scene. Whereas in Belshazzar’s Feast the structure supports the viewer’s three-

dimensional perception of the image, in All the Wine I Ever Drank I Drank at Sea, Cvijanovic fuses the tempo-

rary structure with the permanent image. He makes a quick transition from depending on the space as a

frame for the work to collapsing the perception of space into a two-dimensional plane. Cvijanovic notes

that All the Wine I Ever Drank I Drank at Sea is a “dream of an ideal space,” the sublime vastness of the ocean

representing, “something people think of as permanent,” that can be transformed “into a stage set” or some-

thing quintessentially impermanent.8

The distinction between artist and audience and painting and space collapses into an almost cine-

matic mise-en-scène also beginning with All the Wine I Ever Drank I Drank at Sea. The entirety of the fixed

shot appears within the painting, creating areas that are overseen by the director (Cvijanovic) and given space

for the viewer’s interpretation. Akin to the postwar American film technique of deep staging, seen in films

like Orson Wells’ Citizen Kane (1941), where the whole of the shot is in focus, Cvijanovic presents an expanded

viewing experience beyond two dimensions. Films shot in deep space have a crisp focus both close up and

far away, allowing for much more of the set to encompass the shot and providing space for the viewer’s eye

to edit within the frame, fill in the blanks, or focus on particular vignettes. French philosopher Gilles Deleuze

accounts for this type of scene in Italian film director Federico Fellini’s style of isolating “a virtuality which

will be valid forever even if it is not actualized.”9 Cvijanovic’s paintings often depict simulated environments,

Figure 7. Adam Cvijanovic, All the Wine I Ever Drank I Drank at Sea, 2010, Flashe acrylic on
Tyvek, 48 x 96 inches, Courtesy of the artist and Artist Pension Trust New York Collection
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both as composites of many different places and moments in time in a single image, and as constructed

spaces that suggest improbable scenes of relatable imagery. In paintings like All the Wine I Ever Drank I Drank

at Sea, the representational and virtual coexist in our mutual contemporaneity. Cvijanovic’s expanded space

in this work and the works that followed from the Natural History series encourage the slowing down of the

viewing experience similar to film viewers’ understanding while engrossed in a deep staged perspective.

Extended viewing time becomes essential for Cvijanovic’s works (outside of the context of pass-

through spaces or biennials in which they’ve often been installed). His romantic notion of projecting dura-

tion into a still image is echoed in early American paintings’ mode of elevating meaning through (often

hidden) symbolism, which required not only knowledge of the symbols’ meanings but a lengthier examina-

tion of the picture. Hunter College professor of film and media studies Ivone Margulies notes in her explo-

ration of the everyday in postwar cinema that the level of attention given to a viewing experience creates a

shift “in the discursive ground that allow[s] for such different approaches to everyday life.”10 This was also

the case in Andy Warhol’s durational films, where the artist employed basic cinematic framing—the long

fixed take—to reveal a message in the enhanced viewing duration. In American Montage, Cvijanovic’s works

that were previously viewed as visually striking representational images in the passerby context of biennials

are now subject to more in-depth viewership, considered together in an exhibition. Themes of personal

reflection, hubris, and impermanence begin to emerge with extended viewing and the connection to expe-

riencing the whole oeuvre as a cinematic montage becomes more applicable.

Cvijanovic’s most recent works from the Natural History series, particularly Discovery of America

(2012; plate 17), a sixty-five foot long history painting, articulate the encounter between humans and nature.

The scenes from the Natural History series are inspired by Cvijanovic’s fascination with North American

wildlife tableaux at the American Museum of Natural History in New York. By reimagining vignettes from

the Hall of North American Mammals, Cvijanovic creates his own staged remixes of the three-dimensional

dioramas. The theatrical clashing of timescapes in Discovery of America positions the artist as an instigator

and observer. He simultaneously initiates and witnesses the shifting perspectives of what is considered

“natural” or part of nature today and what is a façade or fleeting image. The painting is composed of a black-
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and-white scene of men on horseback (inspired by a photograph of the 1889 Oklahoma Land Rush) crashing

into a rendering of a complex composite landscape of the northwest American coast during the Pleistocene

era. Long-extinct animals such as saber-toothed tigers and mammoths roam the landscape that has now

been drastically altered by the arrival of mankind. At the point of impact, both scenes spill out into a painted

studio environment—reflective of the viewer’s space. A ladder, lights, and a pizza box are some of the objects

seemingly abandoned on the floor in front of the landscape scene, evidence that points to the artist having

been present. What he has created is a mash-up of landscapes and timescapes set inside of a suggested real

space, making the navigation of real and imagined time and space difficult to perceive and brought more

poignantly into focus by expanded viewing time. The image of the artist is not included in the painting; he

seems to have stepped back to join in observation of the aftermath, or perhaps he has left the viewer to ponder

a historical prophecy that has been continually realized—that of the irreversible and monumental effects

of mankind on the natural environment.

While the Natural History series theatrically dramatizes representations of humans’ imprint on

nature as staged tableaux vivants, an example of Cvijanovic’s most recent work from the past year is an

abstracted landscape composite with framed components that exist outside of a contained picture plane,

with the intention of having the viewer piece the imagery together. Whereas Nuart remained intact in its

mechanics’-guide-like style, Cvijanovic’s newest works separate fragments of the recognizable imagery

even further. For example, The Fall (Capri) portrays arching imagery of a forest and island landscape spliced

together with abutting painted imagery and layered atop with framed portraits. At first the landscape transi-

tioning from forest scene to island oasis that vaults across the wall (a sixty-foot expanse) seems to dissipate

along with the individually framed portraits of a woman and hazily abstracted scenes that dot the painting’s

surface. However, the key to mobilizing these seemingly unrelated visuals is in listening to a soundtrack

accompanying the work. The audio component features Cvijanovic reading a short passage he has written of

a memory of walking through the woods in New Jersey with his wife as they individually reflect on their trip

to the island of Capri in Italy. The audible reading of the text emphasizes the passage of time in a narrative

that is composed from recollections from past times and places. Cvijanovic’s once silent visual narratives
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of composite landscapes now unfold with the aid of audio narrative, continuing his longtime interest in

gleaning a time-based experience from a representational painting.

The format of Cvijanovic’s presentation—the scale of his works (like movie screens), the implementation

of panoramic scenes, and references to stage sets and backdrops in two and three dimensions—demonstrates

his longtime interest in cinema. In repeating motifs like the trajectory of the American landscape, West Coast

commercial architecture, scenes from an epic technical feat and equally colossal cinematic failure, and the

artist’s studio, Cvijanovic has been editing and re-editing an American montage.

Evidenced too in the range of visual culture imagery that he pulls from and remixes in a montage

fashion, Cvijanovic is designer, director, and editor of his own picture. Why paint then, when he could make

a film? This is the question I posed to Cvijanovic in the process of working on American Montage. For him,

the transfer of the gesture—from the artist’s mind and body—to the artifice of representational image

remains paramount. There is something profound that flows through the artist, not the camera; a phenom-

enon that lends a subconscious distinction to the painted image; that will always be a copy; spliced together

and multiplied, making him or her the conduit that reinforces drama in its postproduction representation.

Bourriaud wrote, “To rewrite modernity is the historical task of this early twenty-first century: not to start

at zero or find oneself encumbered by the storehouse of history, but to inventory and select, to use and

download.”11 For the viewer, Cvijanovic’s works provide an opportunity to syncretize the fusion of historic

American landscape imagery and cinema while witnessing a contemporary account of painting’s engagement

with time.

Erin Dziedzic is curator and head of adult programs, Kemper Museum of Contemporary Art, Kansas City, Missouri.
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Adam Cvijanovic installing American Montage at the Kemper Museum of Contemporary Art, Kansas City, Missouri, May 2015
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